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Abstract:
This study examined how the national new media represents mothers
of U.S. combat soldiers in the Iraq War. Mothers of soldiers were depicted as
archetypal good mothers, that is, mothers who continued their maternal work
after their children were deployed. However, not all mothers were depicted as
the archetypal patriotic mother, i.e., a good mother who is also stoic and
silent about the war and her child’s role in it. Mothers of soldiers were
portrayed as good mothers who sometimes also voiced their attitudes about
the war effort. The maternal attitudes ranged from complete support for the
war to opposition to the war but support for the soldiers. The findings suggest
a picture of wartime motherhood that is more nuanced than the historical
image of the patriotic mother suggests.
Keywords: good mother, patriotic mother, combat soldiers, Iraq War, news
media, maternal work.
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Most news narratives about war give center stage to military
performance on the battlefield and to government spokespersons
(Bruck, 1989). Other actors in mediated war stories play minor roles,
with the smallest parts going to victims of war (e.g., civilians or noncombatants caught in the war zone) and to those who offer alternative
viewpoints (Ettema, 1994). Ettema argues that an understanding of
the meaning of war requires listening to the voices of those who live it.
Understanding the victims’ stories provides readers and viewers with
the opportunity to exercise empathy, which, in turn, can provide the
basis for moral actions (Eisenberg, 2000).
The war victims Ettema and others (Chouliaraki, 2005; Kellner,
2004) refer to are those who directly suffer war’s human costs,
although they are not, generally, directly involved in political decisions
leading to the conflict. Citizens who have not experienced war first
hand are not victims in the usual sense. But the family members of
active combat soldiers, who remain outside the war zone, have much
to tell about their own experiences with war. Thus, we broaden
Ettema’s category of “victims” to include relatives of soldiers who
share in the burden of war.
This study focuses on the stories that the news media tells
about one group of relatives who remain on the home front: mothers
of combat soldiers. More specifically, we ask: How do the national
news media depict mothers of United States combat soldier in stories
related to the Iraq War? We recognize that wives, husbands, fathers
and children all have stories to tell but we separately examine the role
of mothers in the war stories for several reasons (each is further
amplified in the next section). First, as in most cultures, the symbol of
motherhood is accorded high status in the United States. Lule (2001)
points out that the archetypal good mother is portrayed in news
narratives as selfless, protective and caring. She does much of the
childrearing during the first eighteen years of a child’s life, and her
efforts, according to Ruddick (1989), are grounded in preservative
love, i.e., efforts to keep her child safe. Her antithesis is the uncaring
bad mother, who willingly harms her own child or allows her child to
be harmed (Barnett, 2004).
The symbol of the good mother appears consistent with another
important cultural symbol, the patriotic mother. The archetype of the
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patriotic mother is a supporting and caring mother who is also stoic,
silent and brave in the face of war. She unfailingly supports the
nation’s war effort and her child’s participation in it, despite the threat
of death to her child (Ziegler, 1996). This cultural assumption about
the patriotic mother appears to conflict with the assumption routinely
made about the archetypal good mother; that is, she tries to protect
her child from death. This subtle but important distinction raises a
question about how the news media portrays of mothers of combat
soldiers during wartime.
No systematic studies exist about how the press invokes the
powerful symbol of motherhood when the nation is at war. But, a
growing body of feminist scholarship suggests that the relationship
between women and war has historically been confusing (Elshtain,
1987). The idea of motherhood has been used to support war as well
as peace during the last century (de Alwis, 1998; Scheper-Hughes,
1998). Therefore, a study of how the press symbolizes mothers of
combat soldiers is timely and warranted.
Second, the study is important because news reportage
functions as myth-making in this culture (Lule, 2001). Mass-mediated
messages and symbols “inculcate individuals with the values, beliefs,
and codes of behavior that will integrate them into the institutional
structure of the larger society” (Herman & Chomsky, 1998, p. 1).
News as myth tells us what to value, who is important, how to behave,
and often supports the status quo (Lule, 2001).
Third, most maternal work quietly occurs in the private rather
than in the public sphere, where politics is generally assumed to
reside. But, the private sphere is also political because the state legally
defines family boundaries, including who counts as members and
which behaviors are acceptable (Okin, 1989). We argue that mothers
have much to contribute to the public political discussion of what it
means to be at war. Systematically examining wartime news accounts
provides a closer understanding of how mothers appear to respond to
the problem of sending children into combat, and allows us to attend
to what they are saying about their experiences.
Our goal is to examine how the national news media represents
the mothers of combat soldiers during wartime, specifically during the
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U. S./Iraq War. Our analysis is guided by a theoretical framework that
rests on the concept of maternal work, which we situate within an
ethic of care. We also examine how symbols of motherhood and their
relationship to war have been framed in our culture’s narratives in an
effort to better understand the role that the media assign to mothers
of soldiers during wartime.

Mothers and War
The Private Sphere
Ruddick (1989) anchors the phenomenon of maternal thinking
in the practice of protecting the children physically and fostering their
growth. Maternal thinking, says Ruddick, is a specific type of moral
and political reasoning that derives from experience in caring for the
young physically, emotionally and socially and in the ways that
humans interact and engage one another. Maternal workers are not
necessarily biological mothers or even female. Assuming that ways of
knowing and thinking are rooted in actual experience, Ruddick argues
that men as well as women engage in maternal work, most of it within
the home. The understanding and knowledge that results from
maternal practice, rather than instinct, may influence maternal
workers’ leanings toward pacifism. Thus, Ruddick argues, maternal
work is a “‘natural resource’ for peace politics” (p. 157). Her argument
is central to this study.
Scholars disagree about the existence of a maternal inclination
toward pacifism. In the 1980s some Nicaraguan mothers, for instance,
not only gave up their sons to the cause, but also joined them in the
revolutionary struggle (de Volo, 1998, 2001). Other scholars argue
that maternal responses to war are not fixed. While some mothers
have worked to promote peace, other mothers have “fought in wars
and now often seek equal treatment in the militaries of many
countries” (Turpin, 1998, p. 9).1 These varied responses may be
related to the social, historical and political contexts in which the
mothers find themselves (de Alwis, 1998). Scheper-Hughes (1998)
noted that some mothers may hate the idea of war, but accommodate
conflict because their “public thoughts are so rarely solicited,” and they
live in a world where “maternal values and thinking count for little” (p.
228). She also argues that mothers are socialized to accept their
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children’s “horrible deaths” (p. 231). Without such acceptance, the
military could not move forward (Scheper-Hughes 1998; Marvin &
Ingle, 1999).
While this debate remains unsettled, we believe that Ruddick’s
notion of maternal thinking is worth considering as it relates to
conflict. Further, it dovetails with Gilligan’s (1977) broader concept of
an ethic of care, a moral philosophy that rests on human
connectedness and is grounded in love, respect and responsibility.
Care for others, as well as the self, provides the impetus for moral
behavior. Gilligan’s ethic of care contrasts with the ethic of justice, a
moral philosophy that emphasizes individualism, separation and
autonomy and rests on abstract moral principles. The ethic of justice,
she argued, is the predominant moral philosophy in the public sphere,
rather than the ethic of care that often marks a mother’s relationship
with her children in the private sphere.
Scholars have criticized Gilligan and others for essentializing
women when articulating the ethic of care, and have also argued that
the notion of care as matter of the private sphere is too limiting (Okin,
1989; Steiner, 1989; Steiner & Okrusch, 2006). But issues of
connectedness and distance can be accounted for, according to Pech
and Leibel (2006), by distinguishing between caring “for” the other
and caring “about” the other (p. 143). At the same time, debate
surrounds the relationship between the ethics of care and justice.
Some have privileged justice (Kohlberg, 1981; Rawls, 1971), while
others, including feminists and theologians, have privileged care (Okin,
1989), with some arguing that social justice is one form of care
(Jacobson & Sawatsky, 2006). Despite these and other challenges to
Gilligan’s articulation of the ethic of care, we believe that her
perspective is generally reflective of Ruddick’s views on maternal
thinking and is useful to this study. With this in mind, we turn to the
discussion of symbols of wartime motherhood and how they have
played out in the public sphere.

The Public Sphere
The ideology of the patriotic mother can be traced back to the
beginning of the republic, when women lacked an independent political
identity and public voice. The early Republican Mother was expected to
remain at home and instill virtue in her children by encouraging her
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sons to actively participate in civic life (Kerber, 1986). Women began
to move into the public sphere following the Civil War when a shared
belief emerged that women had a responsibility to promote virtue and
morality in the wider society (Cutter, 2003). This ideology of
Redemptive Womanhood developed with the rise of the free market
society. The Redemptive Mother, like the Republican Mother, was
characterized as nurturing, loving and unselfish. However, these
values of the good mother contrasted with values necessary for
marketplace success. Redemptive Women, therefore, moved into
wider society to assume responsibility for the country’s moral health as
well as that of their husbands and children. Suffragist Jane Addams
noted that reform work in the public sphere was part of “municipal
housekeeping and political extensions of motherhood” (Cutter, p. 198).
At this time we begin to see mothers’ political positions made public
vis a vis war and their son’s involvement in the conflict.
When peace activists and maternalists began challenging the
proposed draft before the First World War, the Wilson Administration
viewed the activists, many also suffragists, as a threat to the nation’s
morale and used images of virtuous mothers of patriotic sons to
counter the opposition (Zeigler, 1996). For example, the government’s
wartime propaganda office, the Committee on War Information,
distributed literature illustrating a “good mother” as one who
supported her son’s willingness to be drafted and fight in Europe
(Ziegler, 1996). The government’s vision of the patriotic mother was
projected on to the silver screen by the fledgling movie industry. The
storyline in a series of wartime films involved a conflict between a
mother and son over the draft, the mother initially appearing as
overbearing and selfish. The story ending portrayed the mother as
having come around to her son’s, i.e., the patriotic soldier’s, point of
view (Zeigler, 1996).
The norm of the patriotic mother was further pushed into the
center of the nation’s psyche during the Second World War. Philip
Wylie distinguished the “good mother” from a “mom” in his best selling
collection of essays, Generation of Vipers, first published in 1942 and
many other times between 1942 and 1955. Wylie, dismayed that some
men were reticent about joining the wartime military, blamed “moms”
for failing to raise sons to be proper citizens.
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This normative vision of the patriotic mother received a scientific
patina in the best seller, Their Mothers’ Sons: A Psychiatrist Examines
an American Problem. Psychiatrist Edward Strecker (1946) cited “poor
mothering” as the reason millions of men were unfit for combat.
“Moms,” according to Strecker, refused to untie the “silver apron
strings,” stunting their sons’ ability to defend the nation in war. Thus,
mothers were blamed when their sons were discharged for
“psychoneurosis” (Strecker, 1946, p. 35).
In the decades since World War II, symbols of patriotic
motherhood have appeared in popular culture. For instance, flags
draped on caskets and later placed in the arms of mothers or wives, as
well as gold star flags in windows, tell the nation that soldiers were
martyred; they died a meaningful heroic death. Marvin and Ingle
(1999) argue that cultural mythology surrounding the American flag
suggests that mothers sacrifice “twice…first bearing children, and then
offering them for war” (p. 57). In war stories related to patriotic
motherhood, death becomes purposeful, and the “rage and grief for
those whose lives were unnecessarily lost or taken is extinguished”
(Scheper-Hughes, 1998, p. 230).
At the same time, controversy has followed peace activists,
many of them women and mothers. For example, women peace
activists who opposed nuclear proliferation during the 1960’s were
investigated by the federal government on the grounds that
Communists infiltrated their ranks (Echols, 1993; Ware, 1997). The
mother of a slain Vietnam soldier garnered negative attention from the
military and its supporters after she publicly criticized the U. S. effort
in Southeast Asia (Mullens, 1995). One activist who served prison time
for her peace efforts, Judith Williams, said her work is grounded in an
“inner passion related to being a nurturer” (Williams, personal
communication, August 19, 2004). More recently, Cindy Sheehan
ignited controversy when she began protesting the Iraq war in which
her son died. Sheehan, co-founder of Gold Star Mothers Against the
War, said publicly that she holds President Bush, responsible for her
son’s death (Gold, 2004, p. 114).
This discussion underscores the fact that dissention has its price
(e.g., jail, negative attention) including the implicit assumption that
dissenters are bad mothers. Indeed, the culture has made an effort at
the “symbolic mobilization” of motherhood during military conflicts and
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build-ups that functions as a way of socializing mothers into their
proper wartime roles. Enloe (2000) situates this phenomenon within
the larger problem of the “militarization” of U.S. culture. The process
whereby individuals believe that their well-being depends on
“militaristic ideas” (p. 3) is perpetuated by individuals, as well as the
government, the military and other social institutions such as
education and mass media. The ideal mother in this context is the
good mother who avoids dissention. Her support the war effort
furthers the unified voice of the citizenry around a cause; a nation run
by citizens cannot proceed toward war without their consensus (de
Volo, 1998).
In summary, American mothers have generally appeared to
express public support for the nation’s war efforts. But, by paying
attention to the issues of maternal work, maternal thinking and an
ethic of care, scholars have laid a thoughtful foundation during the last
quarter century for the claim that, perhaps, support for a war effort is
counterintuitive to maternal work and maternal thinking. With this
contradiction in mind, we wondered how the news media symbolized
mothers of soldiers during wartime. Because no studies specifically
address the issue of the war-related news and motherhood, we ask:
How do the national news media depict the mothers of U. S. combat
soldiers in stories related to the Iraq War?

Method
We examined the news coverage of the Iraq War in three
national newspapers, the New York Times, the Washington Post, and
USA Today during three time periods. The first period was February 21
until April 17, 2003; and this was chosen because this included the
time leading up to the war through the day President Bush announced
“Mission Accomplished.” We returned to the same time frames in
2004 and 2005 because they marked the anniversaries of the initial
invasion. A keyword search in a Lexis-Nexus data base search turned
up, a total of 15,000 stories during these time frames.
Following Lule (1995), we did a textual analysis of each of the
125 news stories in which any reference to any mothers of combat
solders appeared; and we also examined direct quotes attributed to
mothers. Textual analysis is an effective means for exploring “how
stereotypical depictions are invoked through the language and
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conventions of the press” (Lule, 1995, p. 177). Hall (1975) argues that
it is useful for “penetrating the latent meaning,” while still preserving
“something of the complexity of the language and connotation” of the
text (p. 15). This focus on the text requires a “long preliminary soak”
(Hall, 1975, p. 15) and multiple readings to uncover themes and
patterns evident within. This allows us to resituate and discuss the
news stories in terms of their social and political implications (du Gay,
Hall, Janes, Mackay and Negus, 1997).
Two authors and a graduate student independently examined
the stories using a constant comparative method and identified story
themes in an effort to capture the range of depictions of mothers of
combat soldiers in wartime news coverage. The individual lists of
elements were collated and compared. Disagreements were resolved
through discussion and re-readings of the text.
Before turning to the analysis, it is important to mention that
the number of war stories involving mothers of soldiers is limited.
Mothers began appearing in news stories three weeks after the war
started, about the time the news media began to regularly report on
casualties. Mothers appeared in 48 stories in the New York Times, 52
stories in the Washington Post and in 25 stories in the USA Today. A
total of 134 mothers appeared in the stories. Some mothers appeared
in more than one newspaper, as some were mothers of prisoners of
war captured and released during March of 2003. USA Today had
roughly half the number of stories of the other papers, but there was
no substantive difference between the newspapers in terms of the
coverage of mothers’ wartime roles, as described below. Finally, all
mothers were from the U.S. with the exception of two; one was
Mexican and the other an immigrant mother from an unspecified
Muslim country. Both had sons who were in the U.S. military fighting
in Iraq.

Reconciling the Good Mother and the Patriotic
Mother
Our analysis revealed that journalists constructed an image of
mothers of soldiers through the symbol of the good mother. The good
mother is depicted as carrying on her maternal work after the soldier
is deployed. The nature of that work is based on what the good mother
knows about her child’s situation. At the same time, this symbolic
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construction of the soldier’s mother does not assume silence and
stoicism; a key component of the archetypal patriotic mother.
Journalists allowed mothers to express their opinions publicly and
privately; these opinions ranged from complete support for the
nation’s war effort to opposition to the war. But, mothers were also
shown as uniformly supporting their children in combat.
Ruddick’s (1989) theory of maternal work provides a useful
framework for understanding how image of mothers of combat soldiers
is constructed. She argues that the “preeminent” element of maternal
work, the physical protection of the child, is a response to the fragility
of children and the length of time it takes for them to learn to capably
care for themselves (p. 18). A second element involves nurturing
children emotionally and intellectually. Ruddick acknowledges that
others have direct interests in children’s development, but argues that,
in this culture, mothers have assumed the primary responsibility for
ensuring that conditions are right for children’s emotional and
intellectual growth. The third element involves training the child to be
socially acceptable. Maternal work includes shaping the child so that
he or she is acceptable to those in the mother’s social network, the
larger culture and to the mother herself. A mother fulfills the cultural
demand that her children be properly socialized. According to Ruddick
(1989), “training a child to be the kind of person whom others accept
and whom the mothers themselves can actively appreciate” is central
to the process of mothering for many mothers; appropriate
socialization of the child often marks the success or failure of a mother
(p. 104).
News narratives analyzed for this study depicted mothers as
continuing the three essential elements of maternal work even when
their children were fighting in Iraq. Further, the degree to which a
mother engaged in any of these forms of maternal work was related to
her perceptions of the physical whereabouts of her child as well as her
child’s place in the cycle of wartime service (including enlistment,
training, deployment, in combat, captured, injured, killed, returned
home, etc.) We call her effort to learn about her child during this cycle
the “watchful eye” and identify three moments that played an
important role in shaping the mothers’ wartime efforts and appeared
to be most relevant to the journalists’ storytelling. These three
moments include: when the mother perceives the soldier to be in
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danger, usually in the battle zone; when she perceives the soldier to
be in heightened danger, for example, listed either as missing in
action, captured or injured; and when she perceives a resolution to the
soldier’s status, for example, the solider is safely out of the war zone
or has been killed in action.

“A Watchful Eye”
Good mothers watch over their children because they can come
to harm; the maternal worker “must be alert for things that go wrong
and be ready to set them right” (Ruddick,1989, p. 71). The news
coverage suggested this process did not stop just because the children
were grown. Journalists depicted mothers as actively surveying their
environment for information on the whereabouts of their children
during wartime. Most mothers were described as relying heavily on the
mass media for information; while television was the primary source,
mothers also used the internet for information about their children in
the battle zone. For example, mothers saw images of their sons and
daughters at war. One mother reportedly thanked CNN News anchor
Aaron Brown for “allowing me to sit with my son as he crossed the
desert” (Purdum & Rutenberg, 2003). Another mother, who relied on
television, e-mail and weblogs, marveled at real-time communication
(Richtel, 2003). Not all mothers were depicted as responding positively
to instant communication. One, for instance, viewed footage of her
son’s helicopter crash and criticized news media for showing such
images (Johnson, 2003).
Journalists described face-to-face encounters with military
officials as another way that mothers learned about their children’s
wartime status. The coverage suggested mothers of soldiers had an
equivocal relationship with the military. Several mothers reportedly
responded to the traditional “knock on the door” by officers in dress
uniform in horror or disbelief, or even trying to flee. At times,
however, other mothers were depicted as wanting the contact and
appeared to depend on the military for information when their children
were reported missing in action (Polgreen, 2003).
Journalists also described mothers’ using intuition as a means of
knowing about their children’s fate. One mother said she had the
feeling that her son would be fine during his tour of duty, describing it
as “probably…a mother thing” (Hockstader & Vendantam, 2003). Other
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mothers described feelings of foreboding. One mother’s sense of
foreboding was so strong she started planning her son’s funeral on the
day he left, explaining “I knew in my heart … he wasn’t going to be
coming home” (Partlow, 2004). Family members reportedly told the
mother to stop planning the funeral. The reporter didn’t comment on
the nature of the mother’s action or the family response, possibly
because the mother had been right, her son was killed. Overall, the
news stories treated mother’s intuition as a legitimate way of knowing
and as a normal way that mothers demonstrated worry for their
children.

In danger.

News accounts indicated that mothers made an
effort to care for their children physically, emotionally and socially
when they perceived their children were in danger. The accounts also
reported that many mothers did this work with other mothers and
families of combat soldiers. Mothers were depicted sending care
packages, food, blankets and clothing, in an attempt to meet physical
needs that might otherwise be unmet. Along with these items, care
also arrived in the form of maternal advice on safety; when one
mother learned of her daughter’s involvement in an attack, for
instance, she advised her to “keep her gas mask on” (Richtel, 2003).
The press also described mothers’ efforts to provide emotional and
spiritual support, an important component of maternal work (Ruddick,
1989). For example, one mother reported said her son asked her on
three separate occasions if the Lord would forgive him if he had to kill
someone. She assured him that he would be forgiven “if he had to do
that” (Gootman & Lueck, 2003).
All of these actions where reported without challenge. In other
words, none of these behaviors were described as “overbearing,” as
Wiley (1955) suggested, or as unusual or atypical. Despite the fact
that the children were all grown, these nurturing activities were
presented as normative. This news coverage implied that mothers
tried to anticipate or meet their children’s physical and emotional
needs; and that these behaviors apparently benefited the children.
The third element of maternal work, i.e., socializing the child, is
a result of a demand made by the larger culture, rather than a
demand of the children themselves. Society presses maternal workers
to socialize the child to fit into the larger social order. A maternal
worker’s success is evaluated, in part, on the child’s social
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acceptability (Ruddick, 1989). These news stories suggested that the
soldiers were properly raised by their mothers. Mothers described their
adult children in terms of activities and behaviors characteristic of
good citizens. For instance, one mother was quoted as saying her son
had always been self-supporting, adding “I just never did have to
worry about him” (Yoo, 2003), while another said that her physician
son told her that he cared deeply for his fellow soldiers and that they
were “some of the finest men and women” he had ever met (Briggs,
2003). By including these types of quotes, the press affords mothers
the opportunity to suggest that they had successfully raised their
children to be socially acceptable. We found no difference in the ways
mothers spoke about their sons and daughters; because of the small
numbers of female soldiers in this sample it is difficult to determine if
mothers would speak differently. This cooperative effort by the news
media and the mothers to build an image of a properly socialized child
only indirectly benefits the child but directly benefits the mother by
assuring her status as a good mother. Finally, as will be discussed
later, the inclusion of these quotes by the press presents the public
with the raw material needed to build an image of the soldier as hero.

Captured or injured.

The news stories revealed a shift in
maternal work when mothers learned that their children were either
captured or missing in action. News reports suggested that mothers of
captured soldiers stopped sending care packages and letters and,
instead, focused on spiritual support for their child and themselves,
largely through prayer (Yardley, 2003). While a mother’s efforts to
provide material care were on hold, her concern about a son or
daughter’s physical well-being was still very much in evidence. One
news story, for example, described a mother as feeling guilty about
eating when she wasn’t sure if her son had food, and sleeping in a bed
when she was not sure if her son was “getting any sleep” (El Nasser,
2003). In contrast, mothers in news stories about injured soldiers
were depicted as continuing the maternal work of physically caring for
the child. For instance, one news story described a mother calling the
hospital in Germany where her injured son was staying and asking the
nurse to put the phone receiver on his pillow so he could hear her
voice. Once reunited, she helped care for her son by rubbing salve on
his burns and supporting him emotionally when doctors said that his
leg must be amputated (Herbert, 2004). This portrayal of mothers as
willing to go to great lengths to continue their maternal work suggests
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that such efforts were normal and within the bound of ordinary cultural
expectations.
In new stories of captured and injured soldiers, the press
continued to provide mothers with the opportunity to build images of
their children as properly socialized. One described her captured son
as “a man’s man” who was “eager to get into action” and “make his
country proud,” while another said her son’s “tenacity and
stubbornness will get him through this” (Kelley, 2003). Jane Riley said
her son’s “life’s choice” was military service, despite its risks (Marshall,
2003). These image building quotes portray the child as socially
valuable; worthy of attention and honor. Further, these quotes
implicitly suggest that these soldiers were raised by good mothers.
When prayers are not answered. Journalist’s described a
mother’s worst fear as having a son or daughter “come back in a
coffin” (Kelley 2003). Stories related to the deaths of soldiers in Iraq
accounted for more that a third of the 125 stories in the sample.
Maternal responses described in the stories ranged from denial and
devastation, to sleeplessness and an inability to eat, to wandering
“distraught around the neighborhood” (Halbfinger, 2003).
In these narratives, mothers could do little materially for their
child beyond arranging funerals. Continued spiritual care was reflected
in a mother’s prayers. News accounts also suggested that maternal
work continued in the form of building images of the child as socially
acceptable. As one might naturally expect, dead sons and daughters
were described in terms of their socially desirable qualities including
compassion and willingness to help others (Goldstein, 2003). The news
coverage suggested that while the mother lost a child, society lost a
good citizen.
In addition to losing good citizens, the coverage also indicated
that society lost good heroic soldiers. Beyond the types of character
traits that normally surface during conversations about someone newly
dead, these children were described in relation to their country, with
an emphasis on patriotism and responsibility to fellow citizens. One
mother said her son loved the military and that he was “ready to go to
Iraq and get the war done” (Howlett, 2003). Several mothers noted
that their children had been changed by the military experience,
evolving into more confident, patient and respectful human beings as a
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result of joining the service. Sons and daughters were also described
as being proud, willingly giving their lives to defend freedom and
country, and of being aware of their duty.
While journalists depicted these mothers as building images of
good citizens and good soldiers, the implication was that mothers
wanted, above all else, respect and honor for their children. This was
true even for soldiers who were described in ways that raised
questions about their capacity for being good soldiers. For example,
when one soldier committed suicide by overdosing on drugs; his
mother explained his death by saying that he “wasn’t war material”
and that he still deserved honor (Labbe, 2004).
In the above examples, we have seen how journalists construct
the image of the good mother by drawing upon the three types of
maternal work. Journalists portrayed the good mother as continuing to
care for her child despite the fact that her child is grown and gone.
While these mothers of soldiers meet the first component of the
patriotic mother by being good mothers they do not necessarily meet
the historical expectation of stoicism and silence.

The Patriotic Mother: Code of Silence Revisited
The press depicted mothers of soldiers as having diverse
opinions about the war itself, ranging from support for the war to total
opposition. Journalists allowed mothers to voice opinions about the
Iraq War in 37 stories in the sample. On third of the mothers who
voiced opinions offered support for the nation’s war effort. Some were
depicted as joining support groups of like-minded people. Several of
these mothers said they viewed anti-war protesters as wrongheaded
and wished they would stop protesting, in part, because they did not
want their children to come back “ashamed,” as soldiers did when they
returned from Vietnam (St. George, 2003). But several also
acknowledged the opposition’s right to speak against the war. One
mother observed that her son sacrificed his life for this right, adding
that the same group would be up in arms “if Saddam did to cats and
dogs what he does to humans…” (Edsall, 2003).
A few mothers were depicted as having mixed feelings about the
war. These mothers said that they were torn because they opposed
the war personally, but did not want to protest the nation’s war effort
publicly because they had children in the military. USA Today, for
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example, described one mother as displaying both a yellow ribbon and
an anti-war poster in her home (Copeland & Alvord, 2003).
Two-thirds of the stories in this group contained some
expression of anti-war sentiment. Stories in which mothers publicly
protested their feelings began appearing soon after the war started in
2003. Mothers of soldiers, both living and dead, participated in the
protests. Nancy Lessen, the mother of a Marine serving in Iraq and cofounder of the anti-war group Military Families Speak Out, told a
reporter of a code of silence against speaking out against the Iraq
War. But, she argued, the nation’s sons and daughters should not be
used “as cannon fodder” (Davey, 2004). Anti-war activist Cindy
Sheehan said that she and others were trying to “make people care
about what’s going on over there” (Nieves, 2005).
Expressions of anger and frustration were not limited to those
mothers who spoke in a public and organized way. Other mothers
reacted to war news at funerals, in their homes, in their workplaces
and other venues, expressing disappointment and anger about the
war. While stirring a pot on the stove in her kitchen, an Iowa mother
claimed that the Bush administration had no idea what was going to
happen after the fall of Saddam Hussain. Said Ilene Deutsch, “Surely
[the President] didn’t look at the long range….He didn’t have a clue”
(Maraniss, 2004). When the body of one dead soldier was returned to
Mexico where his family lived, his mother blamed a U. S. recruiter for
her son’s death. She wanted to refuse the American flag for her son’s
coffin but was, according to the report, talked out of it (McKinley,
2005). Finally, Patricia Roberts was making funeral arrangements
when she told a reporter she “would rather my son be a coward in my
arms than Bush’s hero” (Hull & Goldstein, 2003).
Regardless of their feelings about the war, mothers were careful
to distinguish between the war and the soldiers who were fighting in it.
Mothers uniformly expressed support for their children and, as noted
earlier, wanted others to respect and honor their children as well. The
limited sample does not reveal whether mothers’ opinions of the war
changed over time. It does suggest that a mother’s reaction to the war
did not depend on the status of her child; mothers of living and dead
soldiers expressed either opposition to or support for the war.
However, mothers of POWs did not express a viewpoint. They may not
have been asked, or they may have declined comment.
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The coverage of these mothers’ opinions appeared, overall, to
be balanced. The presentation of attitudes both favoring and opposing
the war created a sense of evenhandedness on the part of the press.
The mothers of soldiers who opposed the war were depicted as
distinguishing between the war and the warrior; they offered
unconditional support for their soldier children, the warriors, but not
the war itself. Journalists situated mothers of soldiers who opposed the
war in both the public and private spheres. Some mothers recognized
they were expected to remain silent regarding their feelings about the
war. Some were willing ignore this code of silence and in doing so
appeared willing to risk criticism for publicly sharing their feelings.

Conclusions/Discussion
The overarching news narrative that emerged suggests that the
present day picture of wartime motherhood is more nuanced and
complex than the myth of the patriotic mother has allowed. The
analysis revealed that the image of mothers of combat soldiers created
by the press is grounded in the notion of the archetypal good mother.
Mothers of soldiers are shown to continue to care for their children in
ways outlined by Ruddick (1989); these mothers care for their children
physically and emotionally while continuing to ensure that society
perceives them as being properly socialized good citizens and soldiers.
That dimension of the archetypal good mother dovetails with that of
the archetypal patriotic mother. Unlike the archetype of patriotic
mother, however, the mothers of combat soldiers in this sample were
not depicted as necessarily stoic and silent. While all mothers
supported their children who were in combat, some clearly did not
support the war. To the extent that the mothers of soldiers in the Iraq
War opposed the nation’s war effort, their image created by the press
does not completely reflect the historical image of the patriotic
mother.
This nuanced view raises the question: Why doesn’t this image
of mothers of soldiers in Iraq match the historical archetype of the
patriotic mother? There may be multiple reasons. First, perhaps the
assumption, that the patriotic mother is the good mother who willingly
and silently sends her child into combat, is invalid. Mothers of soldiers
may have historically been silent but it is unknown whether it was a
willing silence on their part. Mothers may now be more willing to voice
opinions about war than they were in the past. History suggests that
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mothers and other pacifists openly expressed opposition prior to World
War I but were subsequently discouraged by the government and
others. More recently, public opposition to the Vietnam War may have
laid the groundwork for mothers’ willingness to more openly express
their opinions regarding the Iraq War, with many taking care to
distinguish between supporting their sons and daughters and opposing
the war, thus avoiding the problem of shaming their children. Second,
emerging technology allows those with divergent viewpoints to
communicate with broad audiences in ways never before possible.
Instant communication with others here and abroad makes it difficult
for the mainstream press to ignore these views. Third, journalistic
practices may have changed across various wars but without
comparative data we can draw no conclusions. More research is
needed to determine whether the press depiction of mothers of
soldiers has changed over time and, if so, how. Such a study might
shed light on whether the cultural image of the patriotic mother is
changing. Understanding the impact of presidential administrations on
war coverage of mothers would also be of value. Further, this study
focused on national news coverage; local news coverage might offer
another view of mothers with more contextual detail.
Journalists cast mothers of combat soldiers in this coverage in
the role of caregiver and in some instances, caregivers who expressed
their opinions about the war to the news media. The news emphasis
on the role of maternal work positions the mother as having
successfully completed an important function of child-rearing. It also
casts the child as a valued citizen or hero, putting a mother in tandem
with the press, the military and the culture, in a position to justify the
death of her child, should that occur. Upon the death of a child, the
caring mother receives honor and recognition, symbolized by the
American flag, in exchange for her child (Marvin & Ingle, 1999). This
symbolic ritual, in turn, allows the cycle of war to continue (Enloe,
2000).
However, the range of views that journalists allowed mothers to
voice in these stories suggest that we cannot and should not rule out
Ruddick’s (1989) position that maternal work may be an incipient
resource for peace politics. These wartime accounts, albeit limited,
suggest that mothers have much to say about what it is like to have
children in combat. The public’s knowledge of the mother’s personal
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cost of sending children into battle, widely shared has the potential to
shape the larger democratic debates about war.
We limited this study to mothers, but note that fathers, wives,
girlfriends, and husbands, as well as others who are important in a
soldier’s life, appeared in these narratives. Their reactions to events
were varied and intense. Their roles in news of war deserve serious
scholarly attention. Social justice requires that we recognize the claims
of others in our moral decision-making (Rawls, 1971). It follows that
the press and interested citizens alike have a moral obligation to seek
out and listen to the voices of those who pay the dearest prices for our
collective decisions including all of those who share in the burden of
war. Their stories and points of view leading up to the war, in
particular, could force the citizenry to ask whether there are more
merciful ways to resolve conflict.
The terms used to label the individuals who share in the burden
of war reflect social constructions that are relational in nature. The
terms mother and father, for instance, suggest children, the term
husband suggests wife, and the term sister suggests brother. The way
people are labeled carries certain assumptions about their responses
to sending loved ones into combat. These labels also inform us that we
must confront the experiences and responses of these people from the
viewpoint of interdependence, a viewpoint that demands that we
consider their reactions to emotional pain and loss as connected
individuals. The alternative is to consider them as autonomous and
anonymous members of the larger general public, whose loss may
count as “the nation’s loss” but is really no one’s loss in particular. It is
the particularity of their losses that Ettema (1994) has argued we
must come to know through the narratives offered by wartime
journalists. These kinds of stories, he insists, invite us to identify with
the lives of others, and in doing so, foster a “loathing” for that which is
cruel and inhumane.
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Footnotes
1

Women, including mothers, make up 15 percent of the active duty
members of the U.S. military. Four times as many women have
been deployed to Iraq and Afghanistan than were deployed
during the Persian Golf War. Over 155,000 have been deployed
since 2002. (retrieved March 23, 2007.
http://www.military.com).
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